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_________________________________________________ 

For your review: the six stock shots you guys picked, all cropped to fit the exact dimensions Tyler provided for the side of the truck:  
Side Truck Height: 82” / Side Truck Width: 171.”  
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Bathroom Link #1. 

Nice, but all the good stuff – the sinks, the countertop / cabinets is at the bottom, which the stripe covers. And the closed windows 
+ ceiling is 30% of the whole shot. 

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/fragment-luxury-bathroom-129519953?src=C_ZnRarh5AShWebYLOYPOA-1-87


Bathroom Link #2. 

This is really contemporary, modern even. Here, I fear the very dark cabinets will turn into dark (almost black) blobs on the truck. I’m 
guessing the wrap is done at less than 72dpi. 

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/spacious-bathroom-gray-tones-heated-floors-557515903?src=3-QQGAEs85DIYfpzPvnOyw-1-40


Kitchen Link #1. 

This might work. 

https://www.istockphoto.com/photo/luxury-kitchen-gm456520865-31428144


Kitchen Link #2. 

This might be the best one for the kitchen side, imo. It’s a little orange-y, but maybe I could fix that. 

https://www.istockphoto.com/photo/luxury-kitchen-gm519385431-49460464


Kitchen Link #3 

This might work, but it’s really busy, and the dark bar stools fight the stripe a bit. (Do you agree?)  

https://www.istockphoto.com/photo/regional-luxury-houses-gm665232074-121253995


Kitchen Link #4 

If we’re going for a white kitchen, I think this one is best. It’s really clean. P.S. I hate the fact the window blinds are closed in every 
single shot. A Florida view out the window would make it so much cheer-ier, if that’s a word. 

https://www.gettyimages.com/license/608158607


Check out these 2 variations below. I want you to see what it looks like when we make the stripe 100% opaque. At 100%, the  
type is very readable but the photo losses some swat. What do you think of the trade-off? (The stripe at 100% opaque like  
below, or at 70% transparent like above?) 

Kitchen Link #2B: 



Here, in this case, I think the 100% stripe looks great against this light / white kitchen. Like it was designed for it. 

Kitchen Link #4B: 




